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Our Heroes, Ourselves
By Evan Farber
Parshat Vayeshev highlights a significant debate within our tradition on how to view our
biblical heroes — what we might call the "realist" versus the "idealist" views. One school of
thought seeks to portray our biblical heroes as nearly faultless models of virtue; the stories that
seem to portray their faults are re-explained to portray them in the best possible light. The
other school of thought takes those stories at face value and contends that we are meant to see
our forebears' moral faults as well as their moral accomplishments.
The first school of thought finds robust support throughout the
Parshat
rabbinic sources. In discussing the sale of Yosef in this week's
Vayeshev highlights a
parshah, Rabbi Hirsch, following Sforno, argues that we must
significant debate within
"look, if not for a justification, still for an explanation for the
our tradition on how to view
event which now follows. After all, we have not to do with a
our biblical heroes — what we
band of robbers and murderers who would lightly commit
might call the "realist"
murder for the sake of a coat." Instead of acting out of
versus the "idealist"
jealousy and spite, Sforno and Hirsch claim, they must have
views.
acted out of the sincere but mistaken belief that Yosef threatened
their own lives or the future of the Jewish people.
Similar arguments abound elsewhere. Rashi argues that Yaakov did not actually tell Yitzchak "I
am Eisav your firstborn," but rather, "I am the person bringing you this food; Eisav is your
firstborn." Rabbi Shmuel bar Nachmeni serves as the standard-bearer for this school of
thought; in Masechet Shabbat, Daf 55, he asserts that a number of seeming sins in Tanach were
not actually what they seemed. Among others, he asserts, it is a mistake to say that David
sinned with Bat Sheva, or to say that Reuven sinned with Bilhah in last week's parshah.
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Perhaps this school of thought is intended to inspire us to greatness. If our ancestors could
avoid sinning, so can we. This school of thought was also likely intended as a polemic against
those of other religions who argued that their founders or adherents were more righteous than
ours. And this school of thought resolves moral quandaries. One might ask why Hashem
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chose to love our ancestors and make a covenant with them if they committed such grievous
sins; the answer, in this view, is that they didn't. Even Yosef's brothers sold him into slavery
only as an honest misjudgment borne out of the noblest of intentions.
By contrast, the second school of thought is far easier to
reconcile with the peshat, the plain reading of the text. It is
If the text of the Torah
difficult to argue that David never sinned when David
seems to favor this second view,
himself says that he did (Shmuel Bet 12:13; Tehillim
[forebears with moral faults as well
51:5). Rashi cannot change the peshat of Yaakov's
as moral accomplishments vs.
words; the Torah quotes Yaakov as saying, "I am Eisav
faultless models of virtue]
your firstborn" (Bereishit 27:19). As for Yosef's brothers?
why?
Our parshah plainly states that they hated Yosef so much
that they could not even speak to him.
This second school of thought has rabbinic adherents too.
Ibn Ezra rejects Rashi's
reinterpretation of Yaakov's words to Yitzchak. Contrary to Rabbi Shmuel bar Nachmeni,
several opinions in Masechet Sanhedrin, Daf 107, are based on the premise that David did, in
fact, sin. Discussing the episode of Yehudah and Tamar in our parshah, Rabbi Steinsaltz writes
of "an important principle concerning the great characters of the Bible: The Bible does not
seek to cover up imperfections; it tells the truth, even though it may be unpleasant. An
individual's successes and failures are each related in their entirety, without omission or bias."
If the text of the Torah seems to favor this second view, why? In part to avoid deifying our
leaders, in contrast to other religions. And in part, because it makes our role models relatable.
If our biblical heroes were morally perfect, it would be tempting to dismiss them as setting
unattainable standards and therefore not serving as realistic role models. Sure, Avraham could
sacrifice the one thing in the entire world that was most precious to him, one might say, but I'm
no Avraham. But if we believe that David sinned gravely, and then consider how he overcame
that, wrote Tehillim, and set the stage for the building of the Beit haMikdash — well, wow, I
might say — then my failures should not hold me back from trying to improve myself either!
Evan, Adam, and Oren Farber are immensely grateful to have grown up in the warm
and wonderful YIS community, and they try to bring a bit of its spirit to their current
communities on the Upper East Side, in Plainview, and in West Hempstead,
respectively. They are excited to return home this Shabbat to celebrate the milestone
wedding anniversary of their parents, Hinda and Gene Farber.
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